
 
 
 
Exercising a puppy 

When we get a new puppy we often want to get them out into the world and go for some nice long walks 
to ‘tire them out’ however, we can sometimes forget that our new puppy is only a baby, and like any baby, 
their physical abilities are limited. This means that we can cause lasting damage by over-exercising a 
puppy.   

Different sized dogs physically mature at different rates, smaller dogs quicker, larger dogs take longer. This 
means their bones are still growing. The growth plates within the bones, which allow them to lengthen as 
the dog gets larger, stay soft for a surprisingly long time, which is why over-exercising your pup might 
cause an injury. Injuries may not heal properly and can cause lasting problems for the dog. In addition to 
the soft growth plates, the rest of the puppy’s bones are softer too and so can break easily. This is why we 
restrict puppies climbing and jumping – their bones may not be strong enough to support a fall. 

 

 

 

 

It’s not just the bones that are developing either – these are held together with muscles, tendons and 
ligaments that are working hard to support the puppy’s growing bones and joints, and they can also be 
vulnerable to injury caused from over-exercising your puppy or from the wrong kind of exercise or play. 

How long should you walk a puppy? 

When it comes to continuous puppy walking a good rule of thumb is that puppies should have no more 
than 5 minutes of exercise for each month of age, two times a day until they reach a year old. So a five-
month-old puppy would have no more than 25 minutes walking twice a day. Walking a puppy should be at 
the puppy’s pace allowing them to sniff and explore. They should not be running with you or fast walking 
or running alongside you whilst you cycle. 

Despite seeming to have endless energy, puppies are good at self-limiting their own exercise, and so 
making sure your puppy has plenty of opportunity to run around and play under their own steam is 
important. If you watch puppies at this age, you’ll see they run around madly for a few minutes and then 
flop down to rest or sleep. 

This isn’t just about their growing bodies however. Puppies do not have the cardiovascular system for 
endurance either so these shorts burst of energy are all they can manage as they are building stamina for 
the future. 

A good way to tire out your puppy without taking it on long walks is to engage the puppy’s brain by doing 
some training, a 5-minute training session will have the same effect as a long walk! 


